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(FABA) is the first venture capital token with positive impact on our lives.

We connect traditional venture capital market economy with the crypto world bringing new opportunities to both.

(FABA) is a venture capital token with the right to the profit from the sale of companies owned by FABA CAPITAL LTD..

Due to our financial investment of FABA CAPITAL LTD and the time commitment of FABA managers, the valuation of
companies raises. The investments are then exited at their peak to return multiples of initial investment and company
generates the profit.

FABA CAPITAL LTD was founded by a group of experienced people, whose interest is to support projects and teams of
people with ambition to influence the world.

The Common Vision has helped to define the target segments and future megatrends which are changing the
environment today and are contributing to further development:

Food-tech, Bio-tech, Med-tech, AI, Robotics, Education and other sector agnostic opportunities

The investment horizon is set at 8 years. During this time period, companies are acquired and sold with continuous
rewarding of FABA investors. (FABA) Token holders may continuously purchase tokens for future projects and future
investment cycles as part of the reinvesting over the long term.

The main goal of FABA CAPITAL LTD is to become the largest venture capital company that supports game-changing
projects with the positive impact on our environment.
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We are the co-creators of human potential



Robert Flocius

Financial Executive with broad experience in all aspects of equity investments. Former shareholder and Co-founder of UB
Networks Benelux NV - a US based data communications company and first world partner of Cisco systems Inc. later sold to
Newbridge for $ 260 million.

Served as senior Adviser to Madge Networks, fastest growing UK company in 1998, where under my leadership Israeli
company Lannet was acquired and this movement generated assets worth $ 1.2 billion.

Founder of International health products Inc., where in cooperation with Toni AG (at that time the largest dairy company in
Switzerland with a turnover of over one billion CHF) established the production of aloe vera yoghurts and dairy drinks, the
company was later bought by Toni AG.

He also co-founded Castelum Partners and Boston Capital Service, which were involved in restructuring and later selling the
130-year-old English bank Seymour Pierce.
His main focus: M&A, Equity, IPO's, Structured Finance, Consulting.
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CEO Introduction



FABA token economics mechanism
In the first round of investment, FABA CAPITAL LTD together with (FABA) token holders, aim to support a maximum of
110 projects with the outlook of 11-17 successful projects that will reach target valuation of 10-30 multiples of the initial
investment. It is common that up to 60% of average VC portfolio companies will fail with ROI lower than 1 and the
remaining companies will generate ROI between 1 to 5. FABA will eliminate the fail rate by execution of comprehensive
due diligence process and implementation of tranching mechanism binded to the agreed key milestones of the invested
project. It is expected to execute all the Seed investments in the first 2 years and private equity investments in the
period of up to 4th year for ensuring enough time to achieve significant increase in value before exiting the shares which
will happen in 5th to 8th year.
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FABA token economics mechanism
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FABA CAPITAL is an evergreen VC company.

When successful acquisition of any of the portfolio companies comes, then FABA CAPITAL will use 30 % of the sum that
was successfully generated over initial investment for re-investing and 70 % of the sum will be distributed among the
investors based on their amount of (FABA) tokens held.

Distribution of the rewards will be following:
Acquisition Income – Initial Investment = Success Funds
Success Funds * 0,7 = Amount to be distributed on pro rata basis among FABA investors
Success Funds * 0,3 = Amount from Success Funds to be reinvested in FABA portfolio
Initial investment + Amount from Success funds to be reinvested in FABA portfolio = amount that will be used for further
investing

If the acquisition income is lower than initial investment, FABA CAPITAL will use the whole amount for further
investments only.

By the constant re-investing of 30 % from each success we ensure growth of (FABA) token by increasing the investment
capital and value of equities in prospective startups being held.
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FABA token 
concept



FABA token concept
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(FABA) token value: $ 1
Token type: Security
Total number of (FABA) tokens: 10B (FABA) tokens
Token for sale: 4,5B (FABA) tokens
Investment in the first inv. cycle: $ 61M
Number of projects: 110 and more
Realistic ROI: 3x (excl. unicorn*)
Potential ROI: 11x (incl. unicorn*)
Exit 110 startups: $ 0.172 - 0.672B
First investment horizon: 8 years
Project regions: Europe, USA, India
FABA CAPITAL LTD domicile: London, Great Britain

* Company with valuation $1B and more.



Investment dealflow
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We believe the dealflow is absolutely crucial to increase the chances of investing the unicorn. Our experience is
that the top 1% out of the thousands of applications will be selected for the closer due diligence process.
Therefore we formulated comprehensive strategy to attract the top companies seeking the venture and private
equity investments.

The most prospective source of companies for screening is our network of contacts that our team has built for
passed years of being actively involved in venture capital industry. We cooperate on sourcing with independent
scouts, technology experts and mentors that are influencing the startup environment in Europe and USA.

Our team will support and actively participate on the most important startup events among the Europe and
USA.

Last but not least source of the most innovative and promising companies is the European Universities. We are
actively approaching the top Universities to get access to spin-off companies usually hidden on the prestigious
university transfer departments without the knowledge of approaching the venture capital investors.



Evaluation of potential project
The process of selecting a suitable project begins with an analysis of the basic form that is filled in by the
applicant on our web page: www.fabacapital.com

Once the project fits into FABA investment strategy based on our investment memorandum and meets
following criteria: business segment, market, global expansion and the size of the required investment, then it
is invited to the elevator pitch presentation for introduction. Presentation is evaluated by FABA managers
(people who have a proven track record of building and selling their own companies, or who have been in top
management positions), they ask questions and give feedback to the project. At the end of the presentation
mentors vote if the project can pass to the next round of assessment.

In every project, both the business plan and the core team are evaluated. The product or service can be always
changed on its way, but it is the CEO and his team, that is the most important factor. Following is the
publication of a successful elevator pitch in the mobile application, where (FABA) token holders give feedback
as potential consumers.
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http://www.fabacapital.com/


The duration of the presentation together with the additional questions from managers is set for 1-1.5 hours.
The applicant receives in advance by e-mail the content of the presentation:

product / service description - current status

market product need / service solving + value add

core team, key roles and their substitutability

business model

marketing strategy

competition and competitive advantage

market position, planned expansion + SWOT analysis

3 year plan - operational costs development and CAPEX

investment offer - the amount of the business shares offered

the required amount of investment and its breakup

exit strategy
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Evaluation of potential project



When the managers decide positively, one or more interested FABA managers become the project mentor
based of their experience. The manager is financially motivated for his time and support and gains a call
option for the minority stake for his commitment until the exit. The authorized capacity for one manager is 2-3
projects.
At the investment stage of negotiations, FABA helps with the completion of the business plan, which becomes
the annex of the company's share transfer agreement. The investment is divided into three tranches according
to the KPIs fulfilment on the bases of the business plan. FABA and the manager get an equity share and the
right for a call option for the investment provided. In the seed stage of the investment, FABA acquires max. of
30 % of the company's shares, of which the manager receives 5% call option. For companies that have a
turnover and proof of concept the amount of the equity is determined individually based on the company's
valuation. The valuation is then determined by company’s assets 3 x EBITDA, human capital, market share,
segment and its valuation environment, potential, all reduced by risk.
FABA CAPITAL LTD, together with the project founders, must agree on the exit strategy prior to the investment.
After investment, the project is shared in our online application, where the core activity and reporting schemes
are described. This includes reports (revenue, costs, number of staff numbers, realization plans and their
current status), managers and online communication.
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Evaluation of potential project



Entitlement to the profit

Company exits will be announced in advance in the press release published on our website. Press release will
contain the name of the company and the conditions under which this company was sold. Reward will be
distributed (in ETH cryptocurrency) to the investors according to the percentage of their (FABA) token
ownership.

(FABA) token value will be promoted by continual global marketing of individual projects that FABA CAPITAL
LTD has invested into.

Rewards are paid continuously throughout the investment period of 8 years and are depended on how fast are
the companies sold to the strategic investors.
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Reward
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What do we offer to FABA token holders?

Return on investment excl. unicorn* 3x in 8 
years

Return on investment incl. unicorn* 11x in 8 
years

Entitlement to the profit based on the exits of the 
invested companies

* Company with valuation $1B and more.



Average return on investment
Investment into 110 projects out of which 11-17 best represent 10-30 x the 
return on investment, 1 out of 100 projects gets an valuation of $ 1B 
(unicorn)

We support a portfolio of multiple projects to diversify return on 
investment

E.g. FABA CAPITAL invests $ 60.95M inward investment - expected return of 
$ 0,672B including unicorn, $ 0.172B excluding unicorn
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Supporting projects with global development potential

72 x seed (idea) – $ 180 000
For the seed companies we invest to create a proof of concept (functioning prototype).

33 x venture capital (turnover) –$ 700 000
Venture capital (the initial income phase), is to be used as stabilization of the main 
expansion strategy.

5 x private equity – $ 5 000 000
These are companies with minimum risk, with the high potential of growth.

Faba investment portfolio 
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Faba investment portfolio 

$12 960 000

$23 100 000

$25 000 000
72 X SEED

33 X VENTURE CAPITAL

5 X PRIVATE EQUITY



Investment to startups
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Where do we look for projects?

Europe

Czech Republic belongs to the 
most technologically developed 
countries in EU. Successful 
projects as AVG and AVAST were 
born here.

USA

Californian Silicon Valley has been 
considered as one of the most 
innovative place in the world for 
decades. In the vicinity of San 
Francisco, they are the 
headquarters of internet giants and 
computer world as Facebook, 
Google or Apple.

India

With an estimate of 1.3B 
population, India is the world's 
largest democracy. GDP is the 
fourth-largest in the world after 
the United States, China and 
Japan. India represents huge 
market and dynamic 
development.



How fast do unicorns grow in India ?.

The following chart shows how long it
takes for Indian technology companies to
get $ 1B worth of so-called unicorns.
The ranking is led by Hike a start-up
which offers a messaging application,
and is worth more than a billion dollars,
an evaluation reached in less than four
years.
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Synergy

Value add



How venture capital works

Invia.cz (CZ) In 2008, the entry of the Polish investor MCI was 2.7M EUR 
for a 50.1% share. In 2011 and 2012 MCI increases its business share to 
around 80%.

Year 2016 Czech Rockaway Capital is buying Invia for 76M EUR.

MCI for its share got 54M EUR. The first investment returned eleven 
times, later 3.5 times.
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How venture capital works

Uber was founded in the year 2009. In the same year the company 
received initial investment (seed funding) in the amount of $ 200 000.

In 2010, Uber received $ 1.25M and 2011 additional $ 44.5M.

In June 2014 Uber announced, that it received $ 1.2B funding and its 
estimated value reached $ 18.2B. Next investment was $ 1.5B in the 
summer.

In the beginning of 2018 Soft Bank buys 2.9% of Uber shares for 1.4B 
dollars from Uber Co-founder Travis Kalanick.
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The foundation of a successful startup is a 
unique team of people
Product /customer need solution / company 
impact
Economy and market policy, how can a 
product become successful
Grow potential / Value
Exit horizon 3-8 years
Global ambition

How do we choose 
the startups?
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What is the key to a successful investment?

Value add

Project control by Faba team
Network of accelerators and other 
external partners
Creating the right environment for 
development
Support by our experts and mentors
Co-investment, using kickstarter platforms

To approve the investment is required

Quality business plan
Unique team 
Due diligence
Correctly selected market 
Quality product that addresses the need
Thoughtful investment strategy
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Contact

FABA CAPITAL LTD
Nwms Center 31 Southampton Row, 
Office 4.19, 4th Floor, London, 
England, WC1B 5HJ

Address

www.fabacapital.com

hello@fabacapital.com

Web & Email

“ We at FABA change the world for the better. ”


